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On the Modeling of a Gapped Power-Bus Structure
Using a Hybrid FEM/MoM Approach

Gapped power-bus structures are widely used to distribute power on
high-speed digital PCBs [4]–[6]. In this study, a hybrid FEM/MoM approach is used to analyze a gapped power-bus structure. The accuracy
of the solution depends on the location of the FEM/MoM boundary.
II. HYBRID FEM/MOM
The FEM approach used in this work is based on the weak form of
the vector wave equation [2]
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where S is the surface enclosing volume V ; T(r) is the weighting
(testing) function, and Jint is an impressed source. The electric field is
approximated using the vector tetrahedral elements proposed by Barton
and Cendes [9]. The tangential magnetic field is expanded using the
triangular patch elements proposed in [10]. A Galerkin method is used
to discretize (1) as follows:
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where Aii , Ais , Asi , Ass , and Bss are sparse coefficient matrices; and
gi and gs are source terms.

Yun Ji and Todd H. Hubing
Abstract—A hybrid finite-element-method/method-of-moments
(FEM/MoM) approach is applied to the analysis of a gapped power-bus
structure on a printed circuit board. FEM is used to model the details of
the structure. MoM is used to provide a radiation boundary condition
to terminate the FEM mesh. Numerical results exhibit significant errors
when the FEM/MoM boundary is chosen to coincide with the physical
boundary of the board. These errors are due to the inability of hybrid
elements on the boundary to enforce the correct boundary condition at a
gap edge in a strong sense. A much better alternative is to extend the MoM
boundary above the surface of the board.
Index Terms—Finite element boundary element (FE-BE), finite element
method of moments (FE-MoM), hybrid FEM/MoM, power-bus structures.

I. INTRODUCTION
The hybrid finite-element method/method-of moments (FEM/MoM)
also abbreviated as FE-MM, and which is also referred to as finite
element boundary element (FE-BE), finite element boundary integral
(FE-BI), or finite element boundary element (FEM/BEM) in the literature, is an electromagnetic modeling technique that is well suited
for analyzing printed circuit board (PCB) structures [1]–[3]. With this
method, an electromagnetic problem is first divided into interior and
exterior equivalent problems. The interior equivalent problem is modeled using FEM. The exterior equivalent problem is represented by a
surface integral equation, e.g., the electric-, magnetic- or combinedfield integral equation (EFIE, MFIE, or CFIE) and solved using the
MoM. FEM and MoM problems are related by enforcing the continuity
of the tangential fields on the boundary. The coupled FEM and MoM
equations provide a unique and exact solution to Maxwell’s equations
in both the interior and exterior regions.
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The FEM volume is bounded by MoM surface elements. MoM is
used to solve an EFIE of the following form [11, ch. 6] as shown in (3)
at the bottom of the next page. The equivalent electric current J(r), and
magnetic current M(r) are expanded using the same triangular patch
elements that are employed by the FEM portion of the code.
After discretizing the EFIE, the MoM matrix equation is in the following form:
[C ] [Js ] = [D ] [Es ]

0

Fi

(4)

where [C ] and [D] are coefficient matrices, and [F i ] is the excitation
term. If the geometry contains a perfect electric conductor (PEC), the
PEC boundary condition n
^ 2 E = 0 is enforced, which effectively
eliminates these elements and reduces the number of unknowns.
Equations (2) and (4) form a coupled and determined system. There
are three different solution methods that can be used to solve the coupled matrix equation [7], [12]. The outward-looking solution method is
employed in this study. The preconditioning technique reported in [12]
is used to improve the convergence rate and accuracy of the iterative
solvers. Procedures used to model the source and load and to calculate
scattering parameters are provided in [13].
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Gapped power-bus structures are used in digital PCB designs to
supply different voltage levels to devices of different logic families
while sharing a common return plane. Gaps are also used to control
the flow of low-frequency currents on a plane and thereby prevent
“noisy” devices from interfering with nearby components that are
sensitive to power-bus noise [4], [5].
Fig. 1 shows the geometry of a simple gapped power-bus structure.
The board is 152.4 2 101.6 2 2.4 mm. The bottom plane (the ground
plane) is copper and modeled as a PEC surface. The top plane (the
power plane) is also copper except that there is a 5.1-mm wide gap located at the center along the z -axis. The material between the top and
bottom planes has a dielectric constant that varies with frequency. The
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Fig. 3. MoM boundary coincides with the physical boundary of the board.

Fig. 1. Geometry of a gapped power-bus structure.

Fig. 4.

Fig. 2. Measured and numerical
structure.

j

S

j

results for the gapped power-bus

dielectric constant and loss tangent were determined using an experimental approach [14]. An approximate value for the dielectric constant
as a function of frequency is given by

"r

4:6(1 0 j 0:01)
 4:4(1 0 j 0:015)
4:2(1 0 j 0:02)

Frequency < 400 MHz
400 MHz > Frequency < 1.0 GHz :
1.0 GHz > Frequency < 2.0 GHz

An experimental board was built and two standard connector designator
(SMA) connectors were attached to the port locations designated in
Fig. 1. A 50- network analyzer was used to measure the magnitude
of the transfer coefficient, jS21 j. The measured results are plotted in
Fig. 2.
There is no dc connection between the two ports. Therefore, little
power is coupled from Port 1 to Port 2 at low frequencies. However, the
coupling between the two ports is strong at frequencies corresponding
to certain board resonances. The first jS21 j peak appears at 1.45 GHz,
which corresponds to the TMy02 cavity mode of each power patch. The

Hybrid edge links a dielectric patch and a PEC patch.

y
TM01
mode at 720 MHz is not excited because the two ports are located
at the center of each power patch along the z -axis. The second jS21 j
y
peak at 1.95 GHz corresponds to the TM20
mode of each power patch.
y
y
The TM10 mode at 970 MHz and the TM11
mode at 1.79 GHz are not
efficiently excited because the two ports are located near the center of
each power patch along the x axis.
The hybrid FEM/MoM code presented in [2], employing the
formulation described in the previous section, is used to model this
geometry. The MoM boundary surface can be chosen arbitrarily
as long as the exterior equivalent problem is homogenous and the
scalar Green’s function can be used to construct the EFIE. In this
study, two different boundaries are chosen that lead to numerical
results with different accuracy.

A. Case 1: MoM Boundary Coincides With the Board Surface
The MoM boundary is commonly chosen to coincide with the physical boundary of the board as shown in Fig. 3. This is a convenient
choice for two reasons. First, locating the boundary on a PEC surface
yields a smaller number of unknowns for the equivalent magnetic current because the tangential E -field is forced to zero. Second, the equivalent electric current J on the PEC surface, which is given by n
^ 2 H,
is then equal to the current on the outside of the PEC surface.
The MoM boundary shown in Fig. 3 includes both dielectric and
PEC surfaces. Fig. 4 shows part of the mesh on the dielectric-PEC
interface. An edge linking one dielectric surface patch and one PEC
surface patch is referred to as a hybrid edge in this paper. An
important consideration is how the boundary conditions on hybrid
edges are enforced.
Insight to the physics near hybrid edges can be obtained from analytical solutions for conducting wedge problems. Fig. 5 shows a thin twodimensional (2-D) conducting wedge. A theoretical analysis shows that

E(r) = Einc (r) + s 0M (r ) 2 r G0 (r; r ) 0 jk0 0 J (r ) G0 (r; r )
+j k r  J (r ) r G0 (r; r )
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Fig. 5.
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Fig. 6.

A 2-D thin perfect conducting wedge.

the z components of the electric and magnetic fields (Ez and Hz ) near
the edge (wedge end) are given by [11, ch. 4], [5]

Ez
Hz

/0 5
/b + 0 5
:

MoM boundary is raised above the gapped plane.
TABLE I
COMPARISON BETWEEN CASE 1 AND CASE 2

(5)

:

(6)

where  is the distance from the field point to the edge and b is a constant determined by the problem itself. Therefore, the equivalent magnetic and electric currents across a hybrid edge, designated as Mx and
Jx in Fig. 4, are given by

Mx
Jx

2 y^ = 0 as  ! 0
2 H = b as  ! 0:

=Ez
=^
y

(7)
(8)

z

No unknowns for the magnetic current need to be assigned to hybrid
edges, since the value of this current approaches zero. However, (8)
indicates that the equivalent electric current on one side of the PEC
surface is not zero. Therefore, unknowns for the equivalent electric current must be assigned to hybrid edges. It is worth noting that the actual
(physical) current across a hybrid edge, which is given by n
^2( 10
2 ) as shown in Fig. 3, is zero because the unit normals for the top and
bottom surfaces are opposite [15]. When modeling PEC surfaces with
a nonhybrid MoM technique, the equivalent electric current is generally equal to the actual current. Therefore, MoM techniques that model
the total current on PEC surfaces generally exclude hybrid edges in numerical simulations. This effectively forces the current to zero across
these edges.
In the hybrid FEM/MoM, excluding the hybrid edges can lead to
erroneous results. As shown in Fig. 2, the FEM/MoM results exhibit
a false resonance near 550 MHz when the hybrid edges are excluded.
The results above 1 GHz are also significantly different from the measurement. When the hybrid edges are included in MoM calculation,
the false resonance around 550 MHz is eliminated and the accuracy of
the numerical results is improved near the first resonance at 1.45 GHz.
However, there are still significant errors under 1.2 GHz. The likely
reason for this error is that the fringing fields near the gap are the dominant contributor to the coupling between the two ports. Linear tetrahedral and triangular patch elements do not model the fringing fields
very well. Numerical experiments show that the errors can be partially
reduced by using a very fine MoM mesh in the region near the gap.
However, fine-mesh densities dramatically increase the computer resources required to solve the problem.

H

H

B. Case 2: The MoM Boundary Extends Above the Board Surface
Another approach to the solution of this problem is illustrated in
Fig. 6. The MoM boundary is chosen to coincide with the board’s
bottom plane and extends 9.56 mm above the gap. A relatively fine
tetrahedral FEM mesh is used in the gap region and gradually transitions to a coarse mesh on the MoM boundary. By raising the MoM
boundary above the gap, the total number of MoM unknowns can be
kept small despite the fine mesh in the vicinity of the gap. MoM has a

Fig. 7. jS j for the gapped power-bus structure with the MoM boundary
raised above the surface of the board.

memory requirement of O(N 2 ), while FEM is O(N ). Therefore, this
mesh strategy can reduce the amount of memory required for the hybrid
FEM/MoM solution. Table I compares the computer memory required
to model Case 1 and Case 2. The FEM region in Fig. 6 is much larger
than that in Fig. 3. However, the additional computer memory required
by the FEM is more than compensated for by the reduction in computer
memory required by the MoM. Fig. 7 plots the measured and modeled
jS21 j results. The numerical results agree with the measurement fairly
well.
IV. SUMMARY
Two approaches to modeling gapped power-bus structures on PCBs
using a hybrid FEM/MoM method have been presented. For this
problem, it is important to model the fringing electric fields near the
gap. When the FEM/MoM boundary is chosen to coincide with the
physical boundary of the board, the equivalent electric current cannot
be forced to zero on the hybrid edges even though the actual electric
current is zero across these edges. Therefore, it is important to have
a relatively fine mesh near the gap in order to adequately model the
fringing fields.
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Problems associated with having the gap on the boundary can be
avoided by raising the FEM/MoM boundary above the gap, effectively
increasing the size of the FEM region. Then, small tetrahedral elements
can be used around the gap and a coarse triangular mesh can be used
on the MoM boundary. Computational resources are reduced using this
approach because the increased memory requirements to model the
FEM region are more than offset by the reduction in memory required
to model the MoM surface. Numerical results obtained using this approach agree well with measurements.
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Finite-Element Modeling of Coaxial Cable Feeds
and Vias in Power-Bus Structures
Hao Wang, Yun Ji, and Todd H. Hubing

Abstract—This paper presents three different models that can be used
to represent coaxial cable feeds or vias in printed circuit board power-bus
structures. The probe model represents a coaxial feed or via as a current filament with unknown radius. The coaxial-cable model enforces an analytical
field distribution at the cable opening or via clearance hole. The strip model
employs the equivalent radius concept to represent cylindrical feeds and
vias as rectangular strips. Although the strip model is functionally equivalent to two closely positioned probe models, it accurately represents the
conductor radius and is more accurate in situations where the via or feed
radius is important.
Index Terms—Circuit board modeling, edge elements, finite-element
method (FEM), method of moments (MOM).

I. INTRODUCTION
Multilayer printed circuit boards (PCBs) and multichip modules
(MCMs) often employ a power-bus structure consisting of solid
power-return plane pairs. At low frequencies, the behavior of the
power-bus structure can be modeled using lumped elements [1]. At
frequencies where the dimensions of the board are not electrically
small, it is necessary to use complex distributed models. In the
frequency domain, two numerical methods often used to analyze PCB
structures are the method of moments (MoM) and the finite-element
method (FEM).
It is critical to accurately represent sources and vias when modeling
the behavior of PCB power-bus structures. When making measurements, these structures are often driven with a coaxial cable. The outer
conductor of the coaxial cable is connected to the reference plane and
the center conductor extends through to the power plane. The reference plane is normally calibrated to the cable opening, where the center
conductor begins to extend beyond the outer conductor. The term via
commonly refers to a plated-thru hole in a PCB. A via can be used
for mounting a through-hole component or for routing signals between
layers. The geometry of vias and coaxial feeds is similar. Both consist
of an opening in one or both planes and a vertical conductor that may
or may not connect to each plane.
This paper investigates three models that can be used to represent sources and vias in a PCB power bus. The probe model
represents coaxial cable feeds and vias using one finite-element or
moment-method-element edge. The coaxial-cable model enforces
the analytical field distribution at the opening in the reference plane
and includes the effects of the finite radius of the vertical conductor.
The strip model employs the equivalent radius concept [2] to replace
cylindrical feeds or vias with rectangular strips. These three models
have been implemented in a hybrid FEM/MoM code. Two practical
power-bus structures are investigated to validate and compare the
three models.
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